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Abstract— Monitoring and tracking underground moving
target have many important applications, such as homeland
security and defense applications. A wireless seismic network
is designed to sense the seismic wave generated by the moving
target and locate the target based on Reverse Time Migration
(RTM) method. A new Gaussian Beam Migration (GBM)
algorithm is used to improve the traditional RTM algorithm.
The GBM-RTM method is a time-frequency domain algorithm,
where the complex time domain calculation is transformed
to simple frequency domain calculation. By using GBM-
RTM method, we accelerate the computation and reduce the
communication cost. Through the extensive simulations and
experiments, we demonstrate the trajectory tracking of the
moving underground targets. The the stability and accuracy
of our proposed localization algorithms are also evaluated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Underground criminal and terrorist activity poses a grave
threat to any countrys security and defense [1] These threats
now operate quite literally underground, below the surface
of the earth at a rapidly increasing rate. Underground threats
include border tunnels used for smuggling drugs, weapons,
and people; tunnel attempts into bases and prisons abroad;
caves used for hiding weapons and people by enemies and
underground bunkers used for hiding people, weapons, and
even nuclear weapon facilities. After finding the tunnels may
be necessary to preserve them without destroying them. In
such cases it is necessary to monitor if there is any human
activity inside them.

The underground activities can be modeled as micro seis-
mic sources. In hydro-fracturing applications, the determina-
tion of event locations and magnitudes leads to estimations
of the geometry of the fracture zone and certain dynamics
of the fracturing process [2]. Usually, people use a specific
designed sensor network to detect the micro seismic events
[3]. This sensor array detects the seismic energy by use of
three-component geophones or acceleration sensors [4]. The
wireless sensor network has potential to gather underground
information and calculate the location of source in real-time.
To achieve this, a fast distributed localization algorithm is
required[5].

There are several passive source localization algorithms:
arrival time difference method , cross-correlation method,
range difference method, and migration method [6]. Recent
years, reverse time migration (RTM) becomes a popular
method for passive source localization for its accuracy and
anti-noise performance [7]. Traditional RTM algorithm in
radar systems uses active sources signal and the received
signal to detect the underground scatters to form a structure
image. To generate source energy image, the stacked and

cross-correlation image condition and geometric mean image
condition [6] are used. In each single receiver, the RTM
imaging algorithm calculates the backward-propagated wave-
fields individually, which is naturally distributed[8]. Con-
ventional time domain RTM algorithm uses finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) algorithm to solve the wave equation
[9]. FDTD method has high computational cost due to the
large iteration times of discrete wave equation calculating
and the complexity of constructing absorb boundary con-
dition [10]. It makes difficulty to run RTM method in the
single embedded sensor nodes with limited computing power.
When RTM algorithm is implemented in a distributed sensor
network, the communication cost is also duplicated by the
number of sensors [11]. Gaussian beam migration(GBM) is
a high frequency approximation of FDTD migration [12],
it is popular for its accurate, flexible, and efficiency [13].
GBM is especially suitable for sparse data set[14]. Same
as other migration methods, the approach of Gaussian beam
type RTM method requires velocity model as an input, which
could be generated by full waveform inversion.

In this paper, we present distributed sensor network and a
distributed GBM-RTM algorithm to monitoring the moving
underground activity sources. The system includes a set of
wireless sensor nodes, a server and a visualize application.
A single sensor node constitute from a three channels geo-
phone, a Beagle Bone Black (BBB) based calculation unit,
a wireless communication unit and a power supply unit. It
can run and gather data in the field independently [15]. The
contribution of our work is mainly in three parts: I) We
disigned an end to end system for moving target tracking.
II) We are the first one to use Gaussian beam wavefield
solution combined with RTM algorithm to solve passive
source locating problem in a distributed way. We separate
the whole sensor network to several clusters, and the RTM
algorithm is run in local and the GBM algorithm is run to
get global image. In this way, we achieved fast moving target
localization. III)We design a visualization application of our
system. It is built with InfluxDB and Grafana, we can show
the real-time waveform of the data gathered by nodes and
show the localization result as an animation. IV) We have
simulation experiments and field tests to evaluate our system
and algorithm. The result show that our system and algorithm
works well to tracking an moving underground target.

II. PROBLEM DEFINATION

Underground tube system is important for homeland se-
curity. The urban tube system include water supply system,
power supply system and transportation system. The built-in



underground tubes can be broken by the unexpected events,
and when an attack occurred, the underground tube system
is easy to be the object. In this case, the fault detection
of underground tube system is a problem grasp attention
of public’s. The abnormal activities of underground tube
system includes sudden broken like explosion, using of
big machine like a tank, unexpected digging, etc. Most of
these abnormal event will generate some elastic wave or
acoustic wave. Mathematically, we can consider these events
as micro seismic sources which are ideal source with an
elastic wavelet. The geophones are sensors to detect the
elastic wave and acoustic wave. Our system is builds with
a geophone sensor array and distributed communication and
calculation units.

The overall framework of the system is shown in Fig.1.
The moving tank is the symbol of moving activity source.
The surface sensor network will collects the data from
geophones and sends the time series data to the server.
The time series data could be visualize on the visualization
app. The signal processing algorithm will be implement on
the time series data, which includes prepossessing, cutting
with sliding window, processing with localization algorithm,
visualizing localization result, combining the signal frame
visualization results to continuum moving localization result.

Fig. 1: Framework of underground activities mon-
itoring system.

Fig.2 shows the propagation of the micro seismic wave and
how the surface sensor array detect this wave. The wave will
propagate follow the wave equation. On the different nodes,
the arrival of a same wavelet should be different in time scale.
We use this time difference between nodes to calculate the
source location by the backward wave propagation algorithm.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ALGORITHM
IMPLEMENTATION

A. Data collection

The first step of underground activities monitoring is data
collection. Our unit combines a battery bank, a geophone,
an embedded processor, an embedded GPS module, and an
antenna [15]. Fig.3 shows our device. The geophones we

Fig. 2: Micro seismic wave propagation and sur-
face sensor array.

used have three channels, which can sense at the sampling
rate as high as 500Hz. The collected data will automatically
upload to server with the time label and location label of the
sensor provide by the embedded GPS module. The embedded
calculation unit is BBB, which is a mini computer operating
with Linux system, it is enough to support the calculation and
transmission requirement of our application [3]. The unit is
covered by a specially designed box to make sure it works
well in bad environment. The battery can support the unit
running for approximate one week.

The collected data will be shown on our visualization ap-
plication, which is built on InfluxDB and Grafana. InfluxDB
is a database designed for time series data analysis [16].
We store the time series data in the InfluxDB databases, and
the Grafana visualization tools can directly use the InfluxDB
databases to show the waveform in real-time. The Fig.4
shows a sample of our visualization interface which includes
the waveform of data collected from three different units.

Fig. 3: Units for data collection, transmission, and
calculation.

Fig. 4: Time series data on visualization system.

B. Source localization algorithm

Passive source imaging is a good approach to realize
micro seismic source locating. The imaging algorithm uses
time series data gathered by surface sensor array to generate
source energy map which shows the probable location of



underground activity. To get the location of source, we
construct the backward wavefield with the observed data
gathered by surface sensors. The final result is an energy
map representing the energy distribution of stacked backward
wavefield.

1) Reverse Time Migration (RTM): RTM source locating
method is a kind of passive source imaging method [17],
which uses time series data gathered by surface sensor
array to generate source energy map [18]. We approach this
goal by applying the distributed RTM method in a sensor
network. First, we need to collect time serial data from the
distributed sensor network in area that we are interested
in. The continuous time serial data contains the signal of
underground seismic events. To detect each of these activities
separately and continuously, we separate the continuum data
into segments with short time window. The window size
should be chosen carefully to make sure that only a few
major activities is occurred in one segment. After generate a
source energy map, we refresh the image with the data from
next time window. RTM method generates source images
by solving backward wave equation. Finite difference time
domain (FDTD) method and perfect matched layer absorbing
boundary condition is used in traditional RTM algorithm.
The output image is a energy map which represents the
concentrated source energy in both time and space. On this
map, we can see bright spots occurring on the location of
underground activities.

Like other wavefield propagation method, RTM method
solves wave equations. Equation 1 is a typical RTM wave
equation, it involves spatial coordinates (z,x) and replaces
time coordinate t by -t.

1
v2(z,x)

∂ 2uBt(z,x, t)
∂ (−t)2 =−52 uBt(z,x, t) (1)

uBt is the backward wavefield, v(z,x) is the velocity corre-
sponding to the point (z,x) on velocity model. To solve this
equation, we need an initial value acting as boundary con-
dition. Instead of using the free surface boundary condition,
RTM method defines the surface boundary condition with
the value of wavefield on surface [19]:

uBt(z = 0,x, t) = uFt(z = 0,x,T − t), (2)

where, uBt is the backward wavefield in time t while uFt
is the forward wavefield on time T − t, which is the data
recorded at T − t by receivers. When we use the gathered
seismic data at z = 0 as the boundary condition and start
process from time t = T to time t = 0, we can get a time-
reversed backward propagated wavefield, T is the length
of time window. [20] This process is equivalent to stack
individual backward wavefields generated by one single trace
of seismic data.

If the input data contain the signal of micro seismic source,
the backward wavefield at (z0,x0) should has the maximum
value when the energy of all of the individual wavefield
concentrated. We define this value as the imaging value on
the energy map. It is easy to see that the maximum value
on this map should occurs on the location of the source.

The limitation of traditional FDTD based RTM is that the
sudden change of velocity and the artificial absorb boundary
condition may cause dispersion, which makes alias on the
result. The FDTD method is a iterative method witch is
hard to implemented on parallel or distributed computing
system. To solve this problem, we introduce Gaussian beam
migration (GBM) algorithm to traditional RTM algorithm.

2) Gaussian beam migration (GBM): Gaussian beam
migration is a ray path method to solve wave equation. In
a two-dimensional RTM problem, the equation 1 should be
change into frequency domain scalar wave equation:

w2

v2(z,x)
UB(z,x,w) =−52 UB(z,x,w) (3)

where w is the frequency, UB is the backward wavefield in
frequency domain, and v2(z,x) is the velocity corresponding
to the spatial location. To solve this wave equation, there are
three step: (i) ray tracing; (ii) solving the wavefront curvature
functions; (iii) construction of the wavefield [12].

The beam center of the Gaussian beam is generated by
ray path equations:

dx
dt

= vsinδ ,
dz
dt

= vcosδ ,
dδ

dt
=−dv

dx
cosδ +

dv
dz

sinδ (4)

The beginning condition is t = t0, δ = δ0, x = x0, z = z0.
Where t0 is start time, δ0 is the included angle between ray
path and z axis, (z0,x0) is the location of receiver. The ray-
centered coordinates s and n are generated by equation 4 and
ds = vdt.

The width and front of Gaussian beams is depended on
wavefront curvature functions P(s) and Q(s). Both of them
are complex functions. P(s) and Q(s) can be solved by
equation 5 and 6:

dQ(s)
ds

= v(s)P(s) (5)

dP(s)
ds

=− 1
v2(s)

∂ 2V (s,n)
∂n2 Q(s) (6)

The initial values P0 and S0 determines the initial width
and wavefront curvature of the Gaussian beams. With this
two functions, the frequency domain wavefield under Gaus-
sian beam ray-centered coordinates could be calculated by
asymptotic solution of Equation 3, which defined as equation
7:

U(s,n,w) =U0

[
v(s)
Q(s)

]1/2

exp
[

iwt(s)+
iw
2

P(s)
Q(s)

n2
]

(7)

where w is the frequency, U0 is the frequency domain
wavefield value on (s = 0,n = 0), U(s,n,w) is the backward
wavefield corresponding to (s,n,w), v(s) is the velocity on
beam center corresponding to s.

The backward wavefield could be represented by a col-
lection of Gaussian beams with special designed parameters.
The initials values P0 = P(s0) and Q0 = Q(s0) should under
the constrains that P0/Q0 is always a imaginary number.
Usually, we use P0 = i/V0 and Q0 =wrw2

0/V0 as initial value.



V0 is the velocity at the point (s = 0,n = 0), wr is a reference
frequency based on the frequency range of seismic wavelet,
the w0 is depended on wr. A good choice of w0 is 2πVa/wr,
where Va is the average velocity in the velocity model. The
advantage of GBM is that the wavefield could be solve
independently with coordinates and beam parameters, which
makes the algorithm is suitable to be distributed. GBM is
also an algorithm which can reduce the effect of the fracture
and break in velocity model. In the application of RTM
source location, considering the exact velocity model hard
to generate in real-time field test, the ray-center coordinates
generated by ray tracing method might be misleading. To
reduce this side effect, the Gaussian beam with ray tracing
could be simplified to a Gaussian beam with a straight ray
direction coordinate shown in Fig. 5. In this way, the ray
path coordinates s and n could be solved directly without
equation 4, the complex functions P(s) and Q(s) could be
solve by following equation:

Q(s) =
∫ s

s0

v(s)P(s)ds (8)

P(s) =
∫ s

s0

− 1
v2(s)

∂ 2v(s,n)
∂n2 Q(s)ds (9)

Fig. 5: Ray-center coordinates and ray-direction
coordinates.

3) Passive source imaging condition: The time domain
RTM imaging condition is shown in equation 10. The stacked
wavefield of all of the receivers represents the energy dis-
tribution of the backward wavefield toward time. The RTM
source energy map is coordinated to the stacked value of the
wavefield on the time scale.

I(z,x) =
∫ t

t0

N

∑
i=1

ui(z,x, t) (10)

Where, Ui means the backward wavefield of the ith single
receiver. This imaging condition is not robust due to the
energy decrements. Hybrid image condition is proposed to
get high resolution image when signal noise ratio (SNR) is
low [8], it is a mixed image condition of stacked imaging
condition and cross-correlation imaging condition. Consid-
ering the Gaussian beam wavefield solution is solved in
frequency domain with ray direction coordinates and has less
energy decrements, we use the maximum wavefield value to
replace the stacked wavefield value, shown as equation 11.
The physical meaning is that the maximum energy occurs at
the specific time period and the target point (s,n).

I(s,n) = max(i f f t(
N

∑
i=1

Ui(s,n,w))). (11)

C. Distributed algorithm design in Sensor Network

In a distributed sensor network, every node has its own
sensor, computation device and communication device. To
generate a energy map which contains a signal source or a
small cluster of micro seismic event, we only need to calcu-
late a small range of wavefield. RTM method in superficial
layer provides an approximate direction of wave propagation.
With this direction, we construct a wide Gaussian beam and
calculate backward wavefield in this beam.

The Gaussian beam RTM algorithm could be separated
to four parts: (i) time reverse process on raw data from
each sensors and transmit the inverse data to neighbors;
(ii) using the neighbors data to generate superficial layer
RTM image, then solving the major direction with the image;
(iii) constructing Gaussian beam and solving the backward
wavefield; (iV) transmit the wavefield and generate the
source energy map with imaging condition in equation 11
. The work flow of the algorithm is shown in Fig 6.

Fig. 6: Work flow of distributed Gaussian beam
RTM algorithm in a single node.

Superficial layer RTM with neighbors data: Superficial
layer RTM means solve backward wavefield with RTM
algorithm in a small area. Algorithm 1 explains how to get
the direction(or initial angle) of Gaussian beams. First, every
node read the raw data from sensors and do pre-processing on
raw data. The pre-processing includes cutting the continuum
data into segments, selecting the first part in each segments
with a shorter time window, and implementing time-reverse.
The window length is not necessarily long enough to cover
the whole wave propagating time from source to receiver. A
short window which contains the signal of seismic event is
enough. Instead of solve the whole wavefield, our algorithm
only solve the superficial layer and short offset area. Shown
as Fig 7 ,the output image is a beam toward the source
location, we define the direction from the sensor to the
maximum point on RTM beam image as the initial direction
of Gaussian beam from this sensor.

The traditional centralized RTM source locating algorithm
usually uses data more than one day and generates a image
contains multi-sources shown as a cluster. On the contrary,
the distributed RTM source locating algorithm try to generate
a real-time video to represent the continuum activity of



Algorithm 1 Find beam direction with RTM image

1: Input: data d from device
2: Communicate with neighbors to construct multi-channel data

set D with d
3: Define window size Tw
4: Read time interval dt from D
5: Input: velocity model V from device
6: Write D as boundary condition on V
7: Set t=0
8: For t less than Tw do
9: Generate backward wave field at time t

10: Save wavefield as ut
11: add dt to t
12: End
13: Combine wavefield as u
14: Get image I with wavefield u and image condition
15: Find the maximum point m in image I
16: Calculate initial angle a

Fig. 7: Calculating the direction of Gaussian beam
with the superficial layer RTM image.

microseismic sources. The data we used to generate energy
map is around few seconds. In this case, the maximum value
in the output superficial layer RTM image also act as a
changing point to detect whether a seismic event happened or
not. We consider this as a trigger of GBM. Since the direction
is decided on the stacking result of several independent
channels of input data, this algorithm is robust when SNR
is low or packet loss is happened.

Gaussian beam and backward wavefield construction: If
a seismic event is detected in the former step, we start to
calculate backward wavefield and generate the energy map.
As a asymptotic wavefield solution, we can construct a GBM
backward wavefield similar as RTM backward wavefield.
However, only the active area where the seismic event
occurred is desired. In this case, only wavefield in the area
of one Gaussian beam is calculated to generate a source
map. With the ray direction coordinates and Gaussian beam
wavefield solution, we can calculate wavefield parallel. Also,
we avoid the absorb boundary condition and the scattering
effect of velocity model. GBM requires smooth velocity
model, which means it is not necessary to use accurate ve-
locity model as input. This attribute makes GBM especially
suitable for passive source localization when the velocity
model unknown. Algorithm 2 shows the step to generate
final energy map.

The structure of the distributed network: A typical dis-
tributed sensor network structure for RTM imaging method

Algorithm 2 GBM Backward wavefield construction and imaging

1: Input: Initial angle a, data d from device
2: Read time length T and time interval dt from d
3: Apply FFT on d
4: t = 0
5: For t less than T do
6: Solve ray direction coordinate s
7: Solve P and Q
8: Calculate nmax with s and Q
9: for n = 0 to nmax

10: Calculate frequency domain wavefield U f (s,n)
11: End
12: End
13: Broadcast U f to the network
14: Stack U f with U f i from other nodes
15: Apply iFFT on U f to construct Ut
16: Get energy map with Ut

is shown as Fig. 8 The nodes in sensor network shown as
triangles. In two-dimensional deployment, the observing sys-
tem contains a linear sensor array. Using the red triangles as
examples to show how our algorithm work in the distributed
system. There are two steps in our algorithm which need
data transmission: (i) exchanging a short period raw data
between neighbors (the blue triangles in nearby area) for
superficial layer RTM; (ii) exchanging wavefield data for
stacking. Comparing with other distributed RTM algorithm,
our algorithm calculate and transmit less wavefield data.
To get the direction of Gaussian beam robustly, we have
some short period raw data transmission for superficial
layer RTM method. RTM method include stacking step,
which can increase SNR by multiple folds of neighbors
data. Considering the superficial layer RTM could make the
algorithm more robust, this step is necessary although it lead
to more communication cost. Both the direction finding part
and imaging part contain stacked imaging condition, which
makes our algorithm robust when packet loss occurred. In
the condition that the nodes is enough, occasional packet
loss during transmission will not have serious effect on the
result.

Fig. 8: Sketch map of sensor network structure
D. Communication and computation cost analysis

The innovation of our algorithm is that the GBM wavefield
extrapolation process could be calculated independently in
spatial axis. In this case, we only calculate the wavefield
in the range of Gaussian beam , this process increase the
efficiency of calculation.

From the normal nodes to sinks, the transmitted data
should be one trace of time series seismic data after pre-
processing and time-reversed processing; from the sinks to
sinks, the transmitted data should be a source location image
result. Define the time length of raw data as t, grid size
of velocity model as z× x, the total nodes number as l,
the average number of neighbor nodes as n, the average



TABLE I: Communication and computation cost
analysis

Algorithm Communication Computation
cost cost

Centralized RTM t× l×m o((z× x)2)

Distributed RTM z× x× t× l×m o(l× (z× x)2)
GBM t×n+ z× x×m o(l× z× x)

transmission length as m. The table 1 shows the commu-
nication and computation cost of three different algorithms
in the whole system. The centralized algorithm has the
lowest computation cost while distributed RTM algorithm
has the highest computation cost. The communication cost
depend on the parameters. In the case that the time is long
or the sampling rate is high, our algorithm has the lowest
communication cost.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Experiment 1: Comparison between GBM-RTM and
FDTD-RTM.

The first experiment is implemented on a 3-layer velocity
model. Shown as Fig. 9(a), the velocity of three layers are
set to be 1600m/s, 2000m/s, 3000m/s, respectively, and the
density of medium are set to be 2000kg/m3. The size of
velocity model is 300× 300, both of the depth interval dz
and width interval dx are 4m. The observing system includes
45 sensors, the interval between neighboring sensors is 60m.
The thickness of perfect matched layer used in FDTD based
RTM is 200m. The true location of source is set to be z =
600m,x = 600m.

The observed data is generated by FDTD forward mod-
eling. The length of observed data is 0.5s, the time interval
is 0.5ms, the center frequency of seismic wavelet is 50Hz.
In our algorithm, the range of superficial layer RTM in first
step is set to be 200m×200m. The input data of superficial
RTM includes data from the local sensor and six neighbor
sensors, the length of time series date in this step is 0.3s.
The reference frequency wr of Gaussian beam is set to be
40Hz. The length of time series data used in GBM-RTM and
FDTD-RTM is 0.5s.

Fig. 9 (b) and (c) shows the energy map generated by
FDTD-RTM and GBM-RTM respectively. Both of energy
maps generated by FDTD-RTM and GBM-RTM shows that
energy is concentrated on the location of source. As a
stacked result of partial wavefield, the GBM-RTM energy
map represent a part of whole wavefield FDTD-RTM energy
map. The GBM-RTM result is less related to the structure of
velocity model. Comparing with FDTD-RTM result, GBM-
RTM result has relative lower resolution on the direction
of Gaussian beam ray path, but it can still represent the
characteristic of seismic source energy.

In a distributed system, wavefield is solved in each nodes
independently. The RTM imaging part need the output
wavefields from all nodes. We run all the experiments on
a same computer with 8 cores CPU, 3.40GHz speed, and
31.3 GB memory. Table II shows the computational cost of
GBM-RTM and FDTD-RTM. The GBM backward wavefield

TABLE II: Computational cost analysis

Algorithm Memory(Mb) Time(s)
GBM-RTM Direction finding 330 1.468

Wavefield solving 440 0.836
RTM imaging 100 0.325

FDTD-RTM Wavefield solving 920 9.098
RTM imaging 100 0.072

TABLE III: Communicational cost analysis

Algorithm Broadcast Unicast
volume(Mb) volume(Mb)

GBM-RTM Direction finding 0 15.4
RTM imaging 5900 0

FDTD-RTM RTM imaging 38400 0

solving cost less memory space than FDTD: GBM solution
only needs the ray parameters and the raw data while FDTD
needs the medium parameters of whole velocity model and
perfect matched layer. The memory cost of two algorithm is
affordable.

To implement the algorithm in a real-time system, we
should pay more attention on time consumption. The time
consumption of FDTD and GBM can be distinguished. The
GBM algorithm is ten times faster than FDTD. The efficiency
of GBM backward wavefield calculation is depended on
the construction of Gaussian beam and the select of spatial
interval on ray direction coordinates. To generate a smooth
output image, the spatial interval on ray direction coordinates
should be smaller than spatial interval on (z,x) coordinates.
However, if the interval on ray direction coordinates (s,n) is
too small, the computational cost will increased. Considering
the resolution of output image is limited by the resolution of
velocity model, we use 2m, which is the half of the spatial
interval of velocity model, as spatial interval on ray direction
coordinates. In this experiment, a single 0.5s GBM backward
wavefield could be solved in 1 second, which is almost a real-
time solution. If we implement this algorithm larger area with
obscure velocity model, the advantage on time consumption
will be more significant.

Table III shows the communication cost of the whole
system. To generate energy map, the backward wavefield
data should be sent to whole network through broadcast,
which is the most costly part. The GBM-RTM only cal-
culate the backward wavefield in the range of one single
Gaussian beam, it is only one-tenth of the whole wavefield.
So GBM-RTM transmit less data in the imaging stage. To
construct Gaussian beam, a FDTD-RTM should be imple-
ment in a small area with a shorter segment of data from
neighbors. This approach makes extra communication cost
between neighbors. The data transmit between neighbors
is raw data, which is much smaller than wavefield data.
The centralized RTM algorithm can generate same result
as FDTD-RTM with lower communication cost under the
stacked imaging condition, but it need to waiting for data
before wavefield calculation, which cost more time. For other
imaging condition like cross-correlation imaging condition,
independent wavefield calculation is required. In this case,
GBM-RTM is a good solution to balance the communication
and computation cost.



Fig. 9: (a)3-layer velocity model, the source location is z = 600m,x = 600m, the sensor array include 45 nodes.
(b)Energy map generated by FDTD RTM. (c) Energy map generated by Gaussian beam typed RTM.

B. Experiment 2: Field operation of data collection.

The second experiment is collecting data from field in real-
time. In this experiment, we use a broken water pipeline and
water pump to simulate the underground activity. As shown
in Fig. 10, we drilled small holes on water pipelines, and
buried the broken water pipeline in soil. Ten sets of units are
used in this experiment to gathering data. The deployment
of ten nodes is linear deployment. The pipelines is buried
under the node No.15. The nodes automatically upload the
real-time sensing data to the server.

After started all of the ten nodes, we use the water pump to
add pressure to the water pipelines. The water will leak from
the holes drilled on the pipeline. The vibration is created by
this water explosion. The experiment is continued for 10
minutes. Every 10 seconds, we open the pump for about one
second to simulate the point sources. The visualized data is
shown in Fig.11. The result shows that the geophones can
detect the vibration caused by the water leakage. Although
the amplitude of the vibration is attenuated quickly with the
increase of the distance between source and sensor, the strong
positive event is still observable and could be used in the
localization algorithm.

Fig. 10: Field data collection in real-time with
water tube and water pipeline leakage.

C. Experiment 3: Implementation of localization algorithm
on simulated moving source data.

To get localization result, both the sensing data and the ve-
locity model should be used as the input. In this experiment,
we use simulation data to test the localization algorithm for
moving source. The velocity model we used to generate data
is a complex multi-layer velocity model called Marmousi

Fig. 11: Time series data from six middle nodes.

Fig. 12: Time series simulation data.

velocity model [8]. As shown in Fig.13(a), the velocity range
is from 1500m/s to 3500m/s. The size of velocity model is
300×300, both of the depth interval dz and width interval dx
are 4m. We assumed that a 93 shot is moving under ground,
it could be act as a series of continuous shots on the moving
route. In Fig.13(a), the red circles indicate the route of the
source, we have 93 shots in total. The simulation data is
generated by FDTD method and the environment noise is
added on the receivers.

Fig.12 shows the simulated data, we plot the signal from
4 different nodes in a same figure. It is clear to see that there
are time difference between the signals from different nodes,
while the waveform of the wavelet from the same source is
similar in different nodes.

The stacked localization result is shown in Fig.13(b) and
(c). The result show that FDTD RTM algorithm generated a
map which performs well to represent the route of the source,
while GBM-RTM only have the high resolution result in the
middle part of the model. However, when we observed the
single frames on one time point, the GBM-RTM result is
good. We show the snap shoots of the GBM-RTM result in
4 time points in Fig.14. The red circles are the ground truth
of the source locations. The result shows that our algorithm
can get the location very closed to the ground truth. In
this case, we can explain the low resolution of Fig.13(c).



Fig. 13: (a)Moving sources in complex velocity model. (b)Stacked energy map generated by FDTD RTM.
(c)Stacked energy map generated by Gaussian beam typed RTM.

It is reason from the different energy distribution between
different frames. When we observe the result in real-time
as an animation,the result will be better. Overall, although
the result shows that the GBM-RTM method has some
limitations, the system get a acceptable result for moving
source monitoring. By analysis this results, we suppose that
add more constrains to GBM-RTM method will be helpful
get better moving target localization map.

Fig. 14: Real-time GBM-RTM energy map and
the ground truth of source location.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We design a distributed sensor network for moving un-
derground activity sources localization. Our proposed sensor
network can get result to show the moving route of the source
in simulation experiment. The acceleration source imaging
algorithm works under special conditions. The real-time data
collection and visualization system works well.

Our future plan is improving the imaging algorithm to
make it more efficiency. In detail, we will find the constrains
of GBM algorithm and integrate it into our system. We also
plan to make real-time experiments with the real devices
deployment. To achieve this, we will also develop algorithm
to get real-time velocity model to get more accurate result.
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